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out this work . Having done that, the committee would then be
able to judge how adequate the inspection arrangements would
be for verifying the execution of_this particular measure .

In pursuing an examination of the problem of
inspection, particularly in the area of disarmament which I have
just mentioned, the application of sampling techniques as
suggested by the United States representative should facilitate
agreement. This approach ought to go a long way toward removing
fears that inspection will be out of balance with disarmament
or be used for any illegitimate purpose . We sincerely believe
there is great hope of reaching an agreement on the question of
verification through some type of sampling procedure .

The same method of careful, painstaking examination,
rather than abstrac:t debate, should be applied in other areas
where important but ill defined differences appear to exist
between the two sides .

Procedural Proposals

Finally, Mr . Chairman, I should like to make some
proposals concerning procedure. Ever since the breakdown of
the Ten-Nation Committee nearly two years ago, Canada has been
convinced that rapid progress in disarmament negotiations would
réquire a more efficient procedure than has been adopted in the
past . In particular, we believe that agreement on effective
procedural arrangements is a matter of the first importance if
a committee of this size, with 17 or 18 nations participating,
is to operate effectively.

The immediate question is how to proceed from the
present exchange of general views on disarmament to a detailed
examination of the specific problems . In the opinion of my
delegation, an effective working procedure would be as follows .
First, an informal committee of the whole conference should be
established on a continuing basis, with the number attending from
each delegation being more limited than at plenary meetings .
Second the co-chairmen should be given the responsibility for
presiding over this committee on alternate days . They should
maintain close consultation with one another on the order of
business . I think the plan we are following in plenary meetings
of having rotating chairmen is very good -- although I know from
personal experience that it is more or less an honorary position
and puts one in the category of being king for a day . But we
believe that for the informal committee it would be much wise r
to have the co-tchairmen in the chair on alternate days . -ThiTd,
the emphasis in the committee should be on an informa'l and private
method of work . There need be no list of speakers and no verbatim
records should be kepto A summary record could be provided for
the information of de'legat;ions .

The main purpose of this Informai working committee
-would be threefold : first, to follow up as a matter of priority
the common elements in the two plans, si, .ch as the seven points whioh


